Last Speaker Debate Speech Example
Good morning ladies and gentlemen and honorable judge. I’m the forth speaker of this proposition
side.
Before to sum up our house opinion, let me briefly talk about rebut but on the opposition side
opinion.
1st speaker argued that study abroad in young age is not only good for children’s future, English
education, but also economically profitable to parents.
2nd speaker rebuts on three things. Firstly she argued that this house believes parent of study
abroad at young age didn’t send their children abroad with the reason there are some people who
studied abroad and be the great man. Those students who go abroad are precious to their parents.
The reason why they send them abroad is the faith, ‘they will get a lot from this experience, and
be great person’.
Secondly, going abroad does not mean the separation with their parents. His or her mother or
both of their parents can go with him or her. Since it is in similar environment compare to
domestic, those things which are required to study will determine things they get.
Lastly, she rebut on this, which is ‘It is hard to success studying abroad’, can be applied for
students in 1970s to 1980s only. Nowadays, there are many data which tells going abroad is
successful nowadays. The number of students who goes abroad to study is getting bigger. If the
result was not satisfied, people will tell their experience and tell other people not to study
abroad, and finally it will reduce the percentage. But in here, the percentage is going up as time
is passed. And also in the article of Cho-Sun Daily News, there were a survey about the
satisfaction of studying abroad, and about 70%of people answered they are satisfied about it.
Therefore, this house wants to say the opposition side mentions are just an old story which is not
affective reason for study abroad is not good.
3rd speaker mentioned about the benefit of study abroad, which is employment rate. Percentage
of study abroad students that company prefers to employ was about 62%.

Yes, Studying abroad has some defects. For example, there is perfectly no disorder of children’s
ego, and consistency of an education system that may cause children who came back to Korea
might be hard to adapt Korea education system. However, most of students, those who could not
succeed in study abroad are people who given up their desire to learn English or did not try to
learn English, or did not try to overcome/ given up the difficulties while they are studying abroad.
Secondly, about the financial problem, this house thought that costs of studying abroad are not
expensive compare to studying in Korea. For example, the students who study English in Korea is
learn English in Academy. In more detail, English academy’s expenditure was about 100~150 in
GanNam. If you bear in mind about the child’s future, it could say as studying abroad is more
profitable. Why? If you studying abroad in young age, you might can learn English in your life and
you might adapt English better than study in academy. Once they successfully complete their
study abroad, no longer do they need time for English study provided that the standard of
domestic school. In the case of inferiority in math, it can be made up enough by after-school
institutions.
From now on as a last speaker of this house, I would like to sum up the good side of study at
oversea. The effect of studying abroad at an early age is good. In the case that children acquire
the language of English to a certain degree, it become easier than for adults to understand
pronunciation and the composition if sentences in English. Also, studying abroad does not have
serious negative impact on the course in Korea. Many experts say that there is a crucial age to
learn language. If we learn the language before the age 12 , our brain can learn it quickly and do
not forget easily. If we go oversea at young age, we can have conversation with English speaking
people; we will learn English quiet easily than those students who studies English in academy. So,
if you see the future, studying abroad is more beneficial in both way, economically and child
education.
In conclusion, study abroad is good for development of English skills, education and economically
good for child future. Ladies and gentlemen and honorable judges, please think about your
children. If you have brilliant children, and if you heard study abroad in young age has advantage
for children future, what will you going to choose? Let’s suppose if the costs of domestic and study
oversea is almost the same,, Do you want children to learn English in academy by cramming
method or go oversea and learn English in daily life?

Therefore I’m convincing on this issue. Ladies and Gentleman and honorable judges, Thank you for
listening my speech.

